Introduction: Spinal cord injuries (SCI) present complex clinical challenges requiring comprehensive rehabilitation management to facilitate adequate community reintegration. Rehabilitation managers are suitably positioned to enforce and enact policy related to holistic rehabilitation intervention, including preparing patients for community integration. However, due to discrepancies within the chain of care systems, they are unable to ensure individuals with SCI in Kenya are discharged to their respective communities fully prepared for effective community integration. Exploring their perspectives may therefore highlight potential barriers or enablers to ensuring more effective community integration for survivors of SCIs.

Methods: A qualitative, descriptive study was conducted via individual interviews with 12 purposively sampled rehabilitation managers. Data were audio-recorded and transcribed and underwent content analysis.

Findings: The study findings revealed inadequacies in the process of spearheading and facilitating community integration of individuals that sustained a spinal cord injury. On the other hand, the study suggested possible strategies to reinforce community integration for individuals with spinal cord injuries by involving all stakeholders in decision making, addressing training gaps, facilitating research programmes and equipping rehabilitation centres with specialised spinal cord units.

Conclusions: Implementing disability policies to minimise barriers to community integration and access to essential services is required. This includes developing clear guidelines on comprehensively managing individuals with spinal cord injuries in the community within the Kenyan context.

Implications for practice
• Occupational therapy managers have a role to play in the facilitation of empowerment strategies aimed at influencing community (re)integration of survivors of SCIs.
• There is the need for the enactment of an effective rehabilitation framework to enforce the role of occupational therapists as a key role player in facilitating community (re)integraion.
• Goodwill is required from the governmental political systems and organisations to spearhead the enforcement of the existing disability legislation if the welfare of survivors of SCIs are to be achieved.

INTRODUCTION
Spinal cord injuries (SCI) present complex clinical challenges, requiring comprehensive rehabilitation and adequate support to allow community reintegration. In Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), persons with SCI who survive their initial injury face difficulty and irreversible challenges accompanied by preventable complications and may finally die in the community due to low quality of care, unfriendly environments and lack of opportunities to participate in community activities.

Interestingly, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) articulates how survivors of SCI should be perceived in the global
UNCRPD changed this type of discourse internationally by covering issues of comprehensive accessibility for all persons and not specifically to persons with disabilities. It is instead left to every province to implement disability policies. In contrast, in Australia, unlike in Canada, one of the successes of disability policy is due to both national and local governments working concurrently on the issue of persons with disabilities. The European Union (EU) likewise ratified the UNCRPD by encouraging the member states to acknowledge the environment as a contributing factor in allowing persons with disabilities, including those with SCI, to be fully involved in activities in their community. Nakagawa and Blanc found that although UNCRPD ratified Japan’s anti-discriminatory law, their laws mostly borrow from ideas in the medical model, which does not comprehensively address the environmental contribution as far as a person with disabilities community integration is concerned.

The implementation of disability legislation is also dependent on government political systems and organisation, which further determine the effectiveness of the response towards the welfare of persons with disabilities. For instance, the United Kingdom (UK) allows the implementation of one national health system. In contrast, Canada, Australia, and USA are governed through a federal system; therefore, implementation of policies and programmes intended for persons with disabilities can be fragmented because of a long chain of bureaucracies. As a result of such discrepancies, Friedner & Osborne reason that disability experts should steer the implementation of disability legislation. For instance, the Indian Disability Act is specific on enforceable guidelines in matters relating to accessibility. The law mentions that the physical environment should be accessible, but it does not indicate any consequences for those violating such laws. However, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) specifically addresses the needs of persons with a disability with enforceable regulations, and any complaints are dealt with accordingly.

As noted by Van Rooy et al., Namibia has made good progress in accepting persons with disability in the community. This occurred as a result, among other measures, of a Policy on Orthopaedic Technical Services, which was established to facilitate community mobility, including a community-based rehabilitation (CBR) programme. However, this Policy could have been more effective if the Namibian government had also developed a policy about the role of occupational therapy services as a key role player in facilitating community integration. Schneider et al. concur that for such policies to succeed, all the needs of persons with disabilities should be addressed and specified.

A country’s health care system can be measured, among others, by the quality of life of persons with SCI in the community. This may be translated to health policies that guide researchers and healthcare professionals on interventional measures. Reliable data on SCI is therefore crucial in formulating measures to monitor injury occurrences and continuous follow-up programmes starting from initial admission to post-injury community integration. However, few countries across the globe have well-established SCI registry systems, a tool important in any country to monitor, formulate mechanisms and manage its population of persons with SCI. Canada is an excellent example of countries with an SCI registry via the Rick Hansen SCI Registry (RHSCIR). Like RHSCIR, the American SCI model database, the Australian SCI registry and the European Spinal Injury Federation provide their respective countries statistical evidence related to SCI.

These SCI registries act as evidence to facilitate the development of long-term care of survivors of SCIs. For instance, RHSCIR, established in 2004 in Canada, aimed at capturing records of survivors of SCIs from as early as admission, during the rehabilitation process, and up to ten years in the community. Though this model had a share of challenges, its benefits had been immense in obtaining internationally acceptable data and facilitating the development of evidence-based practices. Such information has been of significant value in highlighting the epidemiology of survivors of SCI in these countries and predicting their quality of life while in the community. Unfortunately, developing countries in Africa and Asia do not have such a registry. As noted by Leshota and Musumbire et al., the lack of accurate SCI
statistics in African countries affects policy implementation, particularly in facilitating community integration processes for persons with disabilities.

The most appropriate policies that consider challenges faced by persons with disabilities should address the social needs of these individuals. This is not to say there are no medical challenges but that social factors contribute primarily to community integration and participation. Germany is a good example of a country that has achieved this with an advanced model of care for survivors of SCI. The country has 15 well equipped SCI Units, an established uniform SCI care guideline, a research centre at The German Medical Society of Paraplegia (DMGP) and implements strategies to reduce complications as a result of SCI and community participation post SCI. The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare in Lesotho, through its National Disability and Rehabilitation Policy 2011, is another country that caters for both the medical and social needs of persons with disabilities; as a result, it provides comprehensive care. In South Africa, however, where the government has established the National Rehabilitation Policy, based on the UNCRPD standard rules of maximum acknowledgement of the human rights of persons with disabilities, Mji et al. argue little attention has been given to avail enough resources for their full implementation and for the policy to benefit concerned parties in the community. This includes ensuring full accessibility and that persons with disabilities live comfortably and independently in the community free from physical barriers, access to rehabilitation, and provide health services. Therefore, it is not surprising that more recently, the United Nations appealed for a commitment from governments to reduce complications as a result of SCI and community integration programmes, are under-resourced. These challenges because, in a country of over 40 million people, there is a lack of specialised SCI hospital care and clear clinical guidelines that are supposed to work within a team to initiate community integration programmes, are under-resourced. These therapists also rely on Western developed clinical guidelines in their interventions that do not necessarily address their clients’ contextual needs.

This study sought to explore the rehabilitation managers’ perceived experience of community integration for persons with SCIs. Rehabilitation managers are suitably positioned to enforce and enact policy related to holistic rehabilitation intervention, including preparing patients for community integration. Their perspectives may highlight potential barriers or enablers to ensuring more effective community integration for survivors of SCIs.

**METHOD**

**Setting**

The study was conducted in Nairobi, Kenya.

**Study design**

This was a qualitative, descriptive phenomenological study that explored the experiences and perceptions of rehabilitation managers in Kenya via individual interviews. Rehabilitation managers were generally occupational therapists who oversee rehabilitation programmes for survivors of SCI at various levels. Phenomenology as a qualitative methodology allowed the participants to share their experiences with SCI and their concerns on service delivery and supported the capture of rich information.

**Study population and sampling strategy**

There were 48 rehabilitation managers in Nairobi, of which 12 managers, who qualified in occupational therapy, had worked for more than two years in their respective positions and were overseers of rehabilitation services, including rehabilitation of persons who sustained SCIs, were purposively sampled. Most managers held undergraduate degrees (n=9), and the remaining held diplomas (n=3). The interviews were conducted using an interview schedule.

**Data collection**

Each interview session lasted approximately 90 minutes in a neutral place to ensure confidentiality. The interviewer was careful to distinguish between the role of being a practitioner and researcher to avoid being influenced by his position, as this might have risked losing important data. An Interview guide was used during each interview, audio-recorded, and notes were taken to capture the respondents’ experiences, including non-verbal expressions. The interviewer ceased...
collecting data when data saturation was reached. Prior to the interviews, informed consent was obtained from the participants to record notes and audio-recording of the sessions.

**Data analysis**
Content analysis was performed. The data were transcribed verbatim before analysis was done. The researcher listened to recorded discussions and cross-checked the transcripts. The first author read the transcribed data to gain familiarity with the text. The interview question guide was instrumental in enabling the first author in organising and summarising the data. Ideas and concepts were identified. The QSR NVivo software version 10 was used to organise and analyse the field notes and recordings derived from the individual interviews. Meaningful units were coded and then these were grouped into categories. Finally, the first author interpreted the findings and established connections between categories were established and reduced into themes with assistance of the co-authors. All common themes were coded and categorised in a standard way using the tree node structure to make comparisons for ease of analysis. Summaries in tabular form were developed. Verbatim quotes were used to support critical issues and messages.

**Ethical considerations**
The study’s ethical approval was obtained from the University of KwaZulu Natal Biomedical Research Ethics Committee (BREC Ref no: BE070/18) and The Kenyatta National Hospital, University of Nairobi Ethics Research Committee. All relevant principles of ethics were upheld during the study, including the use of pseudonyms to protect the privacy of all participants, ensuring the accuracy of information by safeguarding the rigour and trustworthiness of the study through bracketing, peer debriefing and use of thick descriptions.

**FINDINGS**
Those who participated in these individual interviews were rehabilitation managers overseeing rehabilitation programmes for persons living with SCI at various levels. They both had wide experience ranging from 7-25 years in rehabilitation management and academic qualification in occupational therapy. Their qualifications ranged from a diploma in occupational therapy to a master of science in occupational therapy (Table I above).

The findings revealed three emergent subthemes and one central theme around rehabilitation managers’ perceived experiences in overseeing rehabilitation programmes for persons living with SCI at various levels. They both had wide experience ranging from 7-25 years in rehabilitation management and academic qualification in occupational therapy. Their qualifications ranged from a diploma in occupational therapy to a master of science in occupational therapy (Table I above).

The central theme described the rehabilitation managers’ experiences in overseeing rehabilitation programmes for survivors of SCI at various levels. The managers highlighted their overall experience of facilitating the integration of survivors of SCI in the community as inadequate.

"...this where we fail in offering comprehensive care to our clients probably the reason why we don’t do follow-up to the community” (RM1).

"My major role is to ensure sufficient rehabilitation of all clients including those with SCI because we don’t have specific specialised hospital for SCI. Where possible we work with other stakeholders for community integration” (RM3).
Subtheme 1. The role of occupational therapy rehabilitation managers in spearheading community integration of survivors of SCI

The managers reported that the majority are aware of their role in facilitating empowerment strategies that will positively influence community integration of survivors of SCIs. They reported that they are also involved in direct service delivery in hospitals and other rehabilitation facilities, offering rehabilitation to survivors of SCI through rehabilitation equipment, assistive aids and to some extent, alternatives where assistive aids are lacking. The therapy activities include ADLs such as self-care, transfers, bladder and bowel control, environmental adjustment and adaptation to enhance independence. It also includes facilitating emotional and psychological adjustment and management of sexuality.

“As a supervisor, I also have to work to serve as a good example. I do supervise orthopaedics wards; this is where we have among the cases attended to our clients with SCI. My major role is to ensure my colleagues have enough treatment aids, the patients’ needs are addressed and to work collaboratively with the rehabilitation team and family members to prepare the clients for possible discharge to the community. Sincerely we don’t have specialised SCI unit, when there is need for long term care, I facilitate referrals to National Spinal Cord Injury Hospital” (RM1).

The managers added that they are also involved in planning, supervision, and monitoring rehabilitation services in hospitals and the community. This includes using the SOAP (subjective, objective, planning) approach and advocating for the role of occupational therapy in the management of SCIs in the community to enhance the participation of survivors of SCIs. The managers further reported that their role includes advocating for more fiscal allocations for the training of occupational therapists in the rehabilitation of survivors of SCI and ensuring budgets for rehabilitation equipment such as wheelchairs, commodes, and assistive aids.

Other managers like RM3 affirmed that I coordinate OT activities in the hospitals and community centres for people with SCIs. In contrast, others noted that for both inpatients and outpatients, they involve other rehabilitation managers, caregivers and stakeholders in the rehabilitation process of SCI. RM5 indicated that they work closely with partners, including family members, non-governmental organisations, religious organisations, and local administrative agencies, particularly for community integration and home-based care to facilitate the participation of survivors of SCI after discharge from hospital to the community.

“...(we) visit the home to assess the environment for adaptation and organise transport for the discharged patient and the staff accompanying the patient” (RM7).

The managers reported that they ensure appropriate referrals for specialised care and advocate for policy formulation and implementation regarding the management of SCI.

“(We) advocate for SCI specialised hospitals in Kenya, currently we have only one to train not only OTs(but) enough (other) health care workers” (RM9).

Subtheme 2. Occupational therapy rehabilitation managers’ experiences in the aftermath of community integration of survivors of SCI

All managers confirmed having had experiences related to unsuccessful community integration of survivors of SCI. Among them were discrepancies observed was the preparation process for survivors of SCI to return to the community. A manager, RM11 lamented that a lack of clear guidelines on managing SCI contributes to increased complications and low community participation. Consequently, people with SCIs are discharged to the community without proper preparation, thus inhibiting their return to work. The managers noted that interventional procedures for community integration are crucial to guide occupational therapists on training survivors of SCIs to access services in the community with minimal difficulty. These include, for example, online shopping or partnering with chain supermarket owners and transport services to serve their unique needs and advocate for those who may be working from home since patients find it difficult to adjust to their working environment, which remains inaccessible if not adapted to suit their disability. Occupational therapists are, however, unable to adequately attend to most patients at the community level.

It was revealed by a manager, RM8 that financial constraints hinder follow-up to the community. The majority of managers cited the lack of specialised SCI units resulting in inadequate support to address the needs of survivors of SCI comprehensively, lack of proper equipment and infrastructure, and training for occupational therapists as reasons why reasonable interventional procedures are never realised.

“Imagine one specialised SCI hospital to serve 47 counties and 40 million plus population, that’s the greatest barrier. Am not sure even our specialised facility has enough trained OTs, financial resource is also another barrier, because without money you can’t train, have proper treatment equipment, you will be less motivated consequently these individuals will be poorly discharged to the community where they will be dependent” (RM10).

Both poor interprofessional collaboration between local governments and hospitals and negative societal attitudes towards survivors of SCIs also negatively influence how people with SCI participate in community occupations. It was cited by the manager, RM9 that lack of interprofessional collaboration, coordination and teamwork was the main reason patients were being discharged before other team members could offer their services.

“The society’s attitude, and when I talk of society, I also include OTs we are part of the society, we are not well informed to address the needs of these individuals” (RM5).

Spinal cord injuries are accidental, costly and require long
term financial muscle to manage all accompanying challenges, with most medical insurance companies reluctant to compensate for related costs. Therefore, without such cover, the rehabilitation process is frequently disrupted.

“NHIF (national health insurance fund) does not cover OT services particularly for individual member contributors” (RM9).

To care for survivors of SCIs, rehabilitation personnel must possess broad skills and competencies in SCI intervention and evidence-based practice for relevant and appropriate management; however, managers reported inadequate skills training in SCIs and limited exposure.

“In the hospital, nobody has been trained on SCI rehabilitation, it’s individuals’ effort, you go for online classes, libraries, you Google because our training institutions, medical training colleges and universities there is no speciality not even for our doctors so when anyone who comes is shocked to realise you are not trained for this and also don’t know what you are facing” (RM7).

This study found that inadequate formulation and implementation of policies and legislation on management and community care for survivors of SCIs have contributed to the lack of proper and special transport and mobility facilities, thus posing a significant challenge to participating in sports activities leisure. It was reported that it was challenging to realise the required adaptation of homes, work and recreational facilities.

“...most buildings lack ramps in our hospitals being a typical example. Lack of proper and special transport and mobility is a very big challenge for these people. There is also lack of proper adaptation of their homes (houses, toilets) work and recreational facilities. Most of them are not modified to suit those with SCIs. Their participation in activities such as sports and athletics is not fully exploited” (RM1).

Subtheme 3: Strategies to facilitate community integration of people with SCI

Through their experience, the managers suggested the perceived ways of improving the experience of living with SCIs both in care facilities and the community. They indicated the need to develop proper guidelines supported by stakeholders to ensure a holistic approach to managing survivors of SCI. It was also recommended that rehabilitation facilities be equipped with modern treatment aids and equipment.

In the managers’ view occupational therapists should be supported and be ready to learn best practices from other countries that have successfully implemented programmes for the rehabilitation and reintegration into the community of people with SCI.

It was suggested that more resources be allocated to the management of SCIs and the county health administrative boards, and the community be involved in making such decisions. These include training, conducting research to identify gaps in interventions, equipping rehabilitation centres, and establishing specialised units/facilities and programmes for survivors of SCI to prepare them for optimal reintegration into the community.

“To reinforce community participation, it should involve the strengthening of partnerships with stakeholders, government, employers, NGO’S, religious organisations, school’s/learning institutions and the general community in addressing the needs of people with SCI” (RM5).

The managers also suggested the need to revise the college syllabus to include specialised programmes on SCI to equip health professionals on intervention skills, SCI management, rehabilitation and community integration in addition to programmes meant to educate the community on SCI for attitude transformation and sensitisation of the rights of survivors of SCIs.

“...this can be done through movements such as scouts, girl guides, presentational award schemes and total involvement voluntary care of SCI and other PWDs while in the hospital and at home” (RM9).

DISCUSSION

This study aimed to describe the perception of experiences of rehabilitation managers on factors that influence community integration of survivors of SCIs. The findings confirmed that obstacles faced are related to the discrepancies during the preparation of these individuals for return to the community. A lack of clear guidelines for the management of SCIs contributes to increased complications and poor community participation. This influences occupational therapists’ interventional processes, which may fail to rehabilitate these individuals for community reintegration effectively. While Harvey39 concurred that the absence of clear guidance compromises the rehabilitation process in SCI, Fehlings and colleagues41 and Samuelsson and Wressle42 observed that clinical practice guidelines could promote standardised care and improve a gradual return to community participation. Baradaran-Seyed and colleagues43 indicate that the lack of clinical practice guideline development to ensure the quality of SCI rehabilitation process in Kenya, can be attributed to a lack of individual responsibility and commitment facilitated by a lack of supervision and guidance. This is additionally compounded by the lack of specialised units for SCI at health facilities.

New et al.44 established that patients with SCI who were not under the care for SCI specialised units had worse outcomes. Thus, the lack of specialised units for SCI also contributed to the absence of organisational support, which resulted in inefficient efforts to address the needs of survivors of SCIs. Other contributing factors included deficient equipment and infrastructure, no specialisation training in SCI for occupational therapists, and scarcity of resources to follow-up on patients and coordinate various activities. Consequently, people with SCI were poorly prepared before being discharged to the community and follow-ups to facilitate
community integration were also compromised. Guilcher et al.\textsuperscript{44} and Goodridge et al.\textsuperscript{43} similarly observed the role of the macro health system and environmental networks in influencing the care of survivors of SCI. Therefore, the healthcare system should consider these factors in determining potential solutions that meet the rehabilitation needs of survivors of SCIs. These solutions should include strong stakeholder involvement in the hospital and the community. This is important because rehabilitation is intended to prepare survivors of SCI for community participation even though, according to Van Loo et al.\textsuperscript{46}, rehabilitation does not typically realise this intended goal. Specific barriers related specifically to a lack of specialised skills training also mean the call for occupational therapists’ training and education to handle the needs of people with SCI becomes paramount.\textsuperscript{32,47,48}

On the other hand, societal attitudes such as viewing people with SCIs as incapable of participating in or contributing to society can negatively influence how survivors of SCI participate in community occupations. Such attitudes may result from a lack of interprofessional collaboration, coordination, and teamwork, leading to patients discharge before occupational therapists can offer their services. These findings align with those of Ünver et al.\textsuperscript{49} and Falk et al.\textsuperscript{50}, who acknowledge that working together prevents isolated and fragmented approaches to patient intervention, develops positive attitudes and facilitates knowledge sharing to improve care skills. This was supported by Kraft et al.\textsuperscript{51}, who also emphasised the importance of leadership and organisational structures for stimulating communication and promoting collaboration between team members. In contrast, Higgins et al.\textsuperscript{52} have stated that it is challenging to achieve sufficient depth of understanding of the complexity of collaborative practice. They recommended that managers encourage collaboration within their area of jurisdiction.

This study also established that weak policies and implementation initiatives hamper the facilitation of community integration. As a result, several recommendations were suggested. Occupational therapy rehabilitation managers should develop proper guidelines supported by other rehabilitation teams to ensure a holistic approach to managing SCI survivors. This should include stakeholder involvement towards enhancing interventional skills within occupational therapy practice and implementing rehabilitation (in line with policy) to ensure community participation without hindrances.

Rehabilitation facilities should be equipped with modern treatment aids and equipment with rehabilitation managers to make field visits on the ground. Similarly, Guy et al.\textsuperscript{53} and Moreno et al.\textsuperscript{54} acknowledge that a lack of standardised guidelines impedes SCI rehabilitation. In contrast, Guilcher et al.\textsuperscript{44} indicated that overall failure of policies inhibits a holistic approach to the care of survivors of SCI. Therefore, the solution is to tailor health system structures and review rigid policies.

The study suggested allocating more resources for management in SCIs and involvement of all the stakeholders in decision-making to address the training gaps, facilitate research programmes, and equip rehabilitation centres with specialised SCI units. These efforts include implementing the Disability Act and ensuring, among other aspects, medical comprehensive insurance cover for survivors of SCIs by partnering with insurance companies to cover the interventional relevant costs.\textsuperscript{46} Locatelli et al.\textsuperscript{55} noted that facility leadership support is required for appropriate resource allocation in line with these findings. At the same time, Kruger et al.\textsuperscript{56} and Ziesmann et al.\textsuperscript{57} emphasised creating a multidisciplinary curriculum through established healthcare institutions policies towards educating medical professionals on managing individuals with SCI.

**CONCLUSION**

This study has confirmed inadequacies in community integration of survivors of SCI due to discrepancies within the care system, including the rehabilitation centres, and a lack of clear guidelines and goodwill from the community. However, the study made suggestions on facilitating an enabling environment for community participation, including reinforcement of community participation for SCI survivors. This includes the involvement of all stakeholders in decision-making, addressing training gaps, facilitating research programmes, and equipping rehabilitation centres with specialised SCI units. Additionally, implementing disability policies to minimise barriers to community participation and access to essential services, including comprehensive insurance cover for survivors of SCIs, was recommended. Consequently, developing clear and context-specific guidelines on comprehensively managing people with SCI becomes necessary.
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